PHOTOSHOOT
CHECKLIST

PHOTSHOOT PREP CHECKLIST
In order to get the most out of your appointment please have the
property prepared as you would for an Open House.
We always recommend that the homeowners not be present at the
time of the shoot, but we understand that this is not always
possible. To ensure you’re able to have the maximum number of
photos taken in the time allotted for your appointment, we just ask
that the homeowners are in a different part of the house from
where we’re shooting.
For multiple-service shoots, we often perform both services at the
same time (2 photographers). We shoot in different places of the
home/property at one time, so it’s best NOT to plan on a “we’ll
move things as you shoot” strategy.
Please do not have any other service providers (painters,
electricians, plumbers, gardeners, appraisers, house cleaners)
scheduled at the same time, as we will need access to the entire
property while we are there. If any other service providers are
scheduled for the same day of the shoot (even if they’re scheduled
to be finished prior to us arriving), please make arrangements to
check on their status and notify them that they may have to stop
what they are doing and leave the property when it’s time for our
appointment. Communication between all parties is really the key.
Please see the checklist on the next page.

DAY:

TIME:

PHOTSHOOT PREP CHECKLIST
All interior and exterior lights turned on
Sweep driveway
Remove Trash Cans
Uncover BBQs, pools, spas
Turn on all water features
Remove for sale signs from yard/windows
Remove vehicles from the driveway and front of the property. For busy
streets please leave your car in front to ensure no one else parks there.
Turn off all ceiling fans
Please have pets contained
Bedrooms: please have all clothes put away, beds made and personal
items stored
Bathrooms: please remove all personal items removed from sink (tooth
brushes, skin care, makeup, cologne, perfume, etc)
Kitchen: clear countertops and please remove any personal items from
the fridge, dirty plates and dishes, cleaners/soap/detergents.

